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Landais

DOI status 
in IVOA

10 Introductio
n on the 
DOIs status 
in the 
Virtual 
Observator
y and in 
Open 
Sciences. 
The 
challenges 
to provide 
curated 
metadata in 
order to 
improve 
data 
citation.
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Gus 
Muench 
(AAS)
(remote)

The utility 
of dataset 
DOIs in 
manuscript 
review and 
scientific 
publication
s

12+3 I will 
describe 
the current 
practices 
for using 
dataset 
digital 
object 
identifiers 
in the 
publication 
of scientific 
journal 
articles. 
This 
includes 
both their 
use in the 
data- and 
peer-
review 
processes 
and in the 
expression 
of 
relationship
(s) 
between 
datasets 
and 
published 
works. 
Further, I 
will 
propose 
templates 
for drawing 
out the 
provenance 
of datasets 
created, 
reused, and 
accessed 
by distinct 
archives 
and 
toolkits. By 
highlighting 
a set of 
barriers to 
the 
successful 
reuse of 
dataset 
identifiers I 
hope to 
guide the 
best 
practices 
undertaken 
by archives 
and 
authors 
when 
minting 
dataset 
identifiers.
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S.Peroni 
(Bologna 
university)

DOI (and 
Beyond) for 
Publication
s and Other 
Citable 
Research 
Outcomes

12+3 OpenCitati
ons is an 
independen
t, 
community
-led, and 
not-for-
profit Open 
Science 
infrastructu
re 
organisatio
n that 
publishes 
open 
bibliographi
c and 
citation 
data. 
During this 
talk, I will 
show the 
main 
collections 
and 
services 
OpenCitati
ons 
includes 
and how it 
enables 
several 
PIDs to be 
associated 
with citing/
cited 
entities and 
citations.
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A.Accomaz
zi (ADS)
(remote)

DOI-
Enabled 
Discovery 
and Credit: 
an ADS 
Perspective

12+3 I describe 
the ADS 
Policy for 
data 
indexing 
and linking, 
highlighting 
how DOIs 
provide the 
basic 
infrastructu
re required 
to make 
this an 
automated 
and robust 
process.
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B.Cecconi 
(Obs Paris)

Data 
Manageme
nt and DOI 
implementa
tion and 
lessons' 
learnt

12+3 We present 
how Data 
manageme
nt and DOI 
are 
implemente
d in a real-
life service 
(space 
science 
and radio 
astronomy)
. We show 
things that 
work, and 
things that 
don't work.
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M.Parsons 
(Nasa)
(remote)

the new 
NASDA DOI 
Registratio
n 
guidelines 
and general 
guidelines 
process.

12+3 The 
guidelines 
provide an 
overview of 
the 
scenarios 
in which 
NASA data 
repositories 
may need 
to register 
a DOI and 
the 
mechanism
s through 
which they 
can do so. 
They 
provide 
guidance 
on the 
registration 
process 
and 
appropriate 
roles. The 
intent is to 
identify 
services 
and define 
a process 
that allow 
data 
repositories 
the 
flexibility 
they need 
to respond 
to the 
needs of 
their user 
communitie
s while also 
enabling 
the 
creation of 
a central 
NASA 
registry of 
DOIs 
managed 
through the 
Scientific 
and 
Technical 
Information 
(STI) 
Program 
Office.
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Gilles Landais (CDS/Vizier) DOI status in IVOA

2nd session after this morning
DOI metadata is managed by archives outside of the IVOA
Provides metadata that can be used to transform or create citation 
mechanisms. 
Used to build network of resources of many resource types 

Comparison of Registry and DOI metadata
Lots of similarities. Resource links, etc. 

DOI in Registry via VOResource 1.2 (“alt identifier”)
Data Origins in VO result. 

The state of the DOI Note by Schaaff et al. … in 2018. Lots have 
changed. 

Interconnected network of resources. 
Preserved DOIs. 

How to match editorial requirements of citations
Duplicates with different origins of metadata. 

https://wiki.ivoa.net/internal/IVOA/InterOpMay2023DCP/DCP-DOI.pdf
https://wiki.ivoa.net/internal/IVOA/InterOpMay2023DCP/Muench_IVOASpring2023.pdf
https://wiki.ivoa.net/twiki/bin/edit/IVOA/OpenCitations?topicparent=IVOA.InterOpMay2023DCP;nowysiwyg=0
https://wiki.ivoa.net/twiki/bin/edit/IVOA/OpenCitations?topicparent=IVOA.InterOpMay2023DCP;nowysiwyg=0
https://wiki.ivoa.net/twiki/bin/edit/IVOA/OpenCitations?topicparent=IVOA.InterOpMay2023DCP;nowysiwyg=0
https://wiki.ivoa.net/twiki/bin/edit/IVOA/OpenCitations?topicparent=IVOA.InterOpMay2023DCP;nowysiwyg=0
https://wiki.ivoa.net/internal/IVOA/InterOpMay2023DCP/DOI-S-peroni.pdf
https://wiki.ivoa.net/internal/IVOA/InterOpMay2023DCP/ADS_DOI-enabled_Discovery_and_Credit.pdf
https://wiki.ivoa.net/internal/IVOA/InterOpMay2023DCP/2023-05-DCP-Cecconi-MASER-DMP-DOI-V2.pdf
https://wiki.ivoa.net/internal/IVOA/InterOpMay2023DCP/parsons_ivoa_doi_guidelines.pdf
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Gus Muench (AAS):   The utility of dataset DOIs in manuscript 
review and scientific publications

VIA Mark Parsons:
An RDA recommendation on citing dynamic data: http://dx.doi.org/
10.15497/RDA00016 
Credit is complicated: https://eos.org/opinions/credit-where-credit-is-
due 

S.Peroni (Bologna university) DOI (and Beyond) for Publications 
and Other Citable Research Outcomes

Keeps track of Citation links. Keep in CC0 database.
Data model: OpenCitations Model (based on SPAR)
Two RDF/triple-store databases: Index and Meta
Changed the perspective. The main entity is the citation itself. 

Two metadata fields: the two objects. 
By prioritizing the citation event then it doesn’t matter what 
the citer/citee includes. 
They are concerned with duplicates where an object has 
multiple names and have been cited twice in an article. Huh? 

Sources for the merged “COCI” 
PubMed open citations
DOCI from Datacite

They are concerned with
Duplicates. Citations to the “same” thing but look like 
distinct cites bc they use different identifiers. Huh?
Many things do not have DOIs or PIDs. 
How to go beyond the DOI — assign their own PIDs via 
OpenCitations Meta. 

Is there a threshold for when 
Provenance.

When ingested. Agents doing the ingest. 
Enable trust from all those pieces. 

Journal articles are versioned! There are snapshots! 
An evolution of data (in time) is crucial to be able to reconstruct 
those steps. 

http://dx.doi.org/10.15497/RDA00016
http://dx.doi.org/10.15497/RDA00016
https://eos.org/opinions/credit-where-credit-is-due
https://eos.org/opinions/credit-where-credit-is-due
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Q/A
How do we take care of the deltas? (Data deltas and metadata 
deltas)

Just store all the snapshots. 
Their citation entities are diff’d/snapshotted with their PID 
system.

A.Accomazzi (ADS):  DOI-Enabled Discovery and Credit: an ADS 
Perspective

3 attributes of DOIs
Persistent
Notion of registered metadata for the identifier
Widely adopted and can be adopted easily.

Indexed versus Linked resources
Some typically “linked” resources are becoming “indexed” resources

Software 
Some data products
Some notebook products
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Then there are a collections of linked datasets, e.g., ycats, e.g, Chandra 
Obs

Ingestion policy is evolving. 

Q/A:
Will ADS use related identifiers to append in other linking in their 
system? 

They have an existing set of relations
And they have a mapping from DataCite to their system. 
Maintain Citation graph and citations that “come” from data 
cite are not included right now. 

B.Cecconi (Obs Paris): Data Management and DOI implementation 
and lessons' learnt

Point of view of data provider. 
MASER service (see Radio WG later)
A rather varied typology of data types: data collections, meta 
collections, docs, catalogs, etc..
Do a hard test on Data Managements plans: both for release and for dev 
and for hardware costs.
Showing a two parallel structure for the organization of the DMP
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Fully manual process (2 ppl; “a lot of work”)
Investigating Recherche.data.gov for a French National Repository 
based on Dataverse. 

M.Parsons (Nasa):  the new NASDA DOI Registration guidelines and 
general guidelines process.

Developing guidelines for creating citable PIDs for NASA data. 
“Which identifier” and how. 
They have some big team and survey across all 5 divisions. 
Mapping a set of “local” ids to something “citable”
Full RFC & Short Version
Things important to them:

How DataCite works and the archive members vs STI members
Three scenarios: planned, provider request, user request. 
The responsible repository is responsible for DOI requests
Repositories must meet metadata requirements (not STI? )
Repos responsible for DOI maintenance. 
DOI Request: offload to STI (rare); use Consortium Membership 
(coherent focal point); Direct members keep being direct 
members. 

But if the repo is responsible and registration is offloaded 
then how is the repo responsible? 
Just a fiscal layer — who pays etc. 

Agency-wide of Registry DOIs
Lessons Learned

Saying repositories are in the “middle” between data users 
and HQ
Friction is part of the game. A wheel turns bc of friction. 

http://Recherche.data.gov

